
Academic essay
(Lesson 5)



WHY WRITE ESSAYS?



WHY WRITE ESSAYS?

• Essay writing has important skills development 
and educational functions.

• It allows you to practise and develop transferable skills that are 
valuable to you not only while you’re a student but also when you 
graduate and have to write in a professional role.

• These transferable skills include

- reading and note-making,

- critical thinking and analysis,

- organising ideas,

- arguing a case,

- and communicating effectively with a reader.



WHY WRITE ESSAYS?

• It encourages you to develop a formal, disciplined approach to 
writing that communicates clearly and with authority.

• It gives you a focus for exploring and consolidating what 
you’re learning.

• It allows you to develop and organise your thinking about key 
concepts and issues in the course you’re studying.



WHY WRITE ESSAYS?

• Reading your essay allows your lecturer to assess the degree 
to which you have engaged with learning and transformed 
information into knowledge.



WHAT IS AN ESSAY?

• An essay is an extended piece of writing that presents and 
supports a thesis or proposition. The word ‘essay’ derives from 
the Latin word ‘exagium’, meaning the presentation of a case.

• When you write an essay you are making a case for the validity 
of a particular point of view, analysis, interpretation, or set of 
facts or procedures.



There are many types of essays…

• argumentative,

• descriptive,

• synoptic,

• analytical,

• exploratory,

• review,

• and so on

… but they all have the common objective of 
presenting and defending a topic and a stance to the 
reader.



An essay model  

is a theoretical framework that can be used as the 
structural basis of all essay types

The model has three structural components:

1. an introductory paragraph that introduces the 
essay’s thesis or ‘big idea’,

2. middle paragraphs that support this thesis and 
convince the reader of its validity,

3. a concluding paragraph that restates the thesis and 
draws together the threads of the argument presented 
in the essay.



Seven-step Plan

1. Analyse the brief

2. Formulate a provisional thesis statement

3. Gather data(read, make notes)

4. Organise data and ideas and reformulate thesis 
statement

5. Write middle paragraphs

6. Write introduction and conclusion

7. Edit and proofread





































Task#1

write an essay (250-300 words) 

on the selected dissertation topic (to chose):

• Bringing topicality to a research. 

• the research aim 

• the Objective



Task#2

Make the Glossary (20 scientific idioms) in three languages

Safe deadline, please!


